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Story

Toilets with cult potential

Her birthday is on World Toilet Day, she likes to collect fun facts about toilets – and when her friends are in

trouble, Sonja Kaiblinger’s new heroine Louise gives no quarter! With wit and imagination she battles her

way through school life, proving that the ‘restroom’ is anything but restful!  

Louise and her friends have just nipped into the girls’ toilets for a minute to copy each other’s homework

when they make a shocking discovery: their classmate Pauline has been locked inside one of the cubicles

all night. Louise suspects that uber-meanie Angelique is behind it, and decides to give her a taste of her

own medicine.

And where better to put her plan into action than…well, the girls’ toilets? News and gossip spread more

quickly here than anywhere else. At first the plan seems to be working, and Pauline is well on her way to

becoming the most popular girl in school. But then it starts to look as though Louise's brilliant scheme is

going down the pan…

• The new series by bestselling author Sonja Kaiblinger (‘Scary Harry’)

• A secret dossier on the girls’ toilets
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• Strong, likeable girl characters and their day-to-day life at school

• Original ideas, humorous writing style and wordplay guarantee lots of laughs

Sonja Kaiblinger

Sonja Kaiblinger was born in 1985 in Krems, Austria. She worked as an ice-cream seller, copywriter, night-

watchman, airport employee and a commercial actress before she finally becoming a teacher. Her head is

full of stories, and she spends every spare moment writing them down. Sonja Kaiblinger lives in Vienna.

Press commentaries

Praise for series:

“A modern boarding school story in the style of Enid Blyton’s St Clare books. In every chapter, Sonja

Kaiblinger imparts another pearl of wisdom. Definitely worth a read!”

Badische Neue Nachrichten

“A lovely, funny, colourful story that’s hard to put down.”

Hamburger Morgenpost

“This is much more than ‘bog-standard’ fiction, featuring comedy and cat fights, and an encycLOOpedia

full of quirky facts about toilets.”

Westfälische Nachrichten

"Extremely funny." buecherkinder.de

“Hilarious start of a new series for girl by bestselling author Sonja Kaiblinger, full of funny incidents.”

familien-welt.de
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More titles in this series

Louise and the Strange Case of the Toilet Vandal

(Vol. 2)

Louise and the Pink Toilet Seat (Vol. 3)
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